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Abstract—Python is known to be used by beginners to profes-
sional programmers. Python provides functionality to its com-
munity of users through PyPI libraries, which allows developers
to reuse functionalities to an application. However, it is unknown
the extent to which these PyPI libraries require proficient code
in their implementation. We conjecture that PyPI contributors
may decide to implement more advanced Pythonic code, or
stick with more basic Python code. Are complex codes only
committed by few contributors, or only to specific files? The
new idea in this paper is to confirm who and where complex
code is implemented. Hence, we present a visualization to show
the relationship between proficient code, contributors, and files.
Analyzing four PyPI projects, we are able to explore which files
contain more elegant code, and which contributors committed
to these files. Our results show that most files contain more
basic competency files, and that not every contributor contributes
competent code. We show how our visualization is able to
summarize such information, and opens up different possibilities
for understanding how to make elegant contributions.

Index Terms—Code Competency, Pythonic Code, Software
Visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

Python is known to be versatile, suitable for a wide range
of people, from beginners who want to create small scripts to
professional programmers. It is also used by many developers
not having a formal computer science education, for example,
in the case of the BioPython collection [1]. Much of science-
related software is developed in Python, and much of it is
by non-IT professionals. Beyond a programming language,
Python is a live community that has its culture. An important
part of this culture is about how to conceive solutions for
certain problems. These ideas are portrayed in the “The Zen of
Python”1. In this respect, it can be said that some solutions are
considered more elegant than others, the most elegant being
the most proficiently Pythonic [2]. Other works have shown
how there is indeed more than one way to code in Python [3].
However, it is unsure the extent to which developers actually
use more elegant solutions (proficient) in their code.

Much like other large programming language communities,
the Python community has its own set of community con-

1https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0020/

tributed libraries, that any programmer can reuse in their ap-
plications. This is known as the Python Package Index (PyPI)
libraries2 that is aimed to help Python developers. Due to the
open source nature of these libraries, they also face becoming
obsolete if they are unable to attract contributors to help with
the maintenance of these libraries. Although these libraries are
highly relied upon by the community, we are unsure whether
or not sure of the competency required for developers to
maintain, especially in terms of the contributions, and the
extent to which they are elegant.

Studies of proficiency through code analysis have existed for
a number of works. The programmer uses elements of code
based on their experiences with the language and knowledge of
its elements. Some elements of code are easier to understand
than others and some elements of code may indicate the
skills and experiences of the programmer. Robles et al. [4]
built a detection tool to detect and measure the competency
level of each code element of Python language in six levels
of Python proficiency categories. They categorized these six
levels depending on the proficiency required to create and
understand the code element. Phan-Udom et al. [5] develop
an automated tool for checking the python idiom usage and
provide the recommendation of using python idiom during
code review. Other related works involve exploring Pythonic
usage over time [6], and their performance [7]. Recently, there
has been interesting work into how to make Python code more
Pythonic through refactoring techniques [8].

To understand the extent by which more advanced Python
code is implemented, in this early results paper we present a
visualization showing the relationship between competent code
and contributors. In this preliminary study, we visualize the
competency of contributor commits in the GitHub repository.
Our study covers four PyPI libraries, with a total of 149 files
and 1,071 contributors. For the visualization, we used a tree
dependency (i.e., Treemap Charts). Based on the key goal of
the research, we ask two research questions:

• RQ1) To what extent is proficient code prevalent in a
project?

2https://pypi.org/
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TABLE I: Overview of the projects used in the study

Analyzed project GitHub Webpage # dependencies # stars # contributors # files # commits

Requests https://github.com/psf/requests 41.2K 48.2K 612 31 6,126
Flask https://github.com/pallets/flask 5.5K 60.4K 678 62 4,839
Jinja2 https://github.com/pallets/jinja 6.16K 8.7K 267 60 2,645
Pytz https://github.com/stub42/pytz 4.41K 220 15 15 614

Fig. 1: Basic Concept of the Treemap Charts transformed from
a tree to area size.

• RQ2) To what extent which contributors commit compe-
tent code?

From our visualization, we show the two results. First,
our visualization shows that Basic Competency (A & B) is
prevalent in PyPI projects, but also contains a much smaller
percentage of proficient code. Second, our visualization shows
that most contributors still contribute basic competency code
compared to proficient code. Our visualizations are available
at https://github.com/NAIST-SE/PyPICompViz.

II. USING A VISUALIZATION TREE DEPENDENCY

As shown in Figure 1, we adopt the Treemap charts, as
it is an alternative to show dependencies between different
entities. This way we can show the relationship between
contributors, and the competency of codes in a file. Hence
these relationships can be characterized as different categories.

Treemaps are an alternative way of visualizing the hierarchi-
cal structure of a Tree Diagram while also displaying quantities
for each category via area size [9], [10]. In detail, each
category is assigned a rectangle area with their subcategory
rectangles nested inside of it. When a quantity is assigned to a
category, its area size is displayed in proportion to that quantity
and to the other quantities within the same parent category in
a part-to-whole relationship. Also, the area size of the parent
category is the total of its subcategories. If no quantity is
assigned to a subcategory, then its area is divided equally
amongst the other subcategories within its parent category.

In this study, we design the tree map to show two visual-
izations, which have different patterns of categories.

• File-level visualization. The file level visualization fol-
lows the category pattern as Project → Filename
→ Competency Score

• Contributor-level visualization. The contributor level
visualization follows the category pattern as Project
→ Contributor → Competency Score

Note that the area size refers to the number of elements of
competency found in each file.

III. A CASE STUDY OF FOUR PROJECTS

To evaluate our visualization, we performed a case study on
four projects.

A. Data Selection and Collection

As described in Table I, we selected our case study based
on being the top four Python PyPI libraries (based on the
number of dependents to other packages in the PyPI package
ecosystem), that are, 1) Requests3, an elegant and simple
HTTP library for Python, built for human beings. 2) Flask4,
a lightweight Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI) web
application framework. It is designed to make getting started
quick and easy, with the ability to scale up to complex appli-
cations. 3) Jinja25, a full-featured template engine for Python.
4) Pytz6 that allows accurate and cross-platform timezone
calculations using Python 2.4 or higher. It also solves the issue
of ambiguous times at the end of daylight saving time.

B. Extracting Competency Levels

For computing the compentency we utilized the pycefr [4]
tool, as it evaluates competency at the file level. Pycefr will
analyze all of the files inside the repository and give the
results as classified the types of ”competency levels”, along
with ”file names” of all files inside each repository - it also
contains classified the types of ”Repository name, Class, Start
Line, End line, and Displacement”. For the four Python PyPI
projects, a total of 149 files.

For our classification, we use pycefr classification of com-
petency. These are Basic (A) that refers to code in which the
beginners could modify the few elements and easy structure of
the elementary program, Independent (B) that refers to code
modified by an experienced programmer that has extended
learning in the intermediate program, and Proficient (C) that

3https://github.com/psf/requests
4https://github.com/pallets/flask
5https://github.com/pallets/jinja
6https://github.com/stub42/pytz
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https://github.com/stub42/pytz


(a) Request (b) Flask

(c) Jinja2 project (d) Pytz project

Fig. 2: Visualization at the File-Level. green color represents the A and B competency, purple represents the C1 - Effective,
and red represents the C2 - Mastery.

TABLE II: Level Assigned to an excerpt of Python elements.
Taken from [4]

No Python Element Level

1 Print A1
2 If statement A1
3 List A1
4 Open function (files) A2
5 Nested list A2
6 List with a dictionary B1
7 Nested dictionary B1
8 with B1
9 List comprehension B2
10 dict attribute B2
11 slots C1
12 Generator function C1
13 Meta-class C2
14 Decorator class C2

refers to code by an advanced programmer or mastery in
acquiring more complex and advanced elements. Examples of
proficiency are shown in Table II.

Since our visualization is used to compare between the basic
and proficient, we combine the competency level to form three
groups.

• Basic (A & B) - This is the code competency that
combines the Basic and Independent levels.

• Proficient (C1) Effective - This is the effective opera-
tional or advanced code competency

• Proficient (C2) Mastery - This is the mastery or profi-
ciency code competency

C. Mapping Contributor to Competency

In this analysis, we used the pydriller [11]. We started
by collecting commits for all python projects and filtering



(a) Request (b) Flask

(c) Jinja2 (d) Pytz

Fig. 3: Visualization at the Contributor-Level. green color represents the A and B competency, purple represents the C1 -
Effective, and red represents the C2 - Mastery.

TABLE III: Frequency of file based on the competency.

Competency Level # Files for each competency
Requests Flask Jinja2 Pytz

AB (A1, A2, B1, B2) 31 62 60 15
C1 - Effective 14 20 28 9
C2 - Mastery 6 15 19 1

commits made by the authors, along with the filename, which
would be useful in identifying where authors do commit.

Table III shows the mapping the Contributor commits to
each file for 5,731 contributors and 842 files. As shown in the
table, we can see that many of the files do contain proficient
files (20, 35, 47, and 10 files for the four projects). Please note
that we remove duplication files with the same competency.

IV. FINDINGS

In this section, we present our visualization from two view-
points. To better understand the visualization, we use different
colours to represent the competency. In this case, the green
color represents the A and B competency, purple represents
the C1 competency, and red represents the C2 competency.
Note that the purple and red indicate the more proficient code.
Also, the size of the box indicates that these are many cases
of code elements. We now discuss each visualization.

a) Competency at the File Level: Figure 2 shows the
competency for each file. In summary, we analyze Jinja project
33 files, Requests 31 files, Flask 26 files, and Pytz 9 files.
As we can see in all projects, the most prevalent competency
is basic competency (A & B) in green color. For example,
the Request project has models.py as the files that contain
the most code elements. Furthermore, most of these are AB



competencies. Overall, we can see that for all files, these is abit
of elegant code (in purple), but not larger when compared to
the basic code elements, which is consist for all four projects.
Thus we make our first observation.

Answering RQ1: Our visualization shows that Basic
Competency (A & B) is prevalent in PyPI projects, but
also contains a much smaller percentage of proficient
code.

b) Competency at the Contributor-Level: Figure 3 shows
results of the competency of code that is committed by a con-
tributor. We analyze Jinja with 203 contributors, Requests with
490 contributors, Flask with 363 contributors, and Pytz with
15 contributors. Visually, we can see that different contributor
make different amounts of contributions. For example, in the
Jinja project (Figure 3c), contributor David Lord makes the
most contributions, since he has the largest size of the box.
But interestingly, they still commit to files with more elegant
code, as shown with the purple color. Hence, we make our
second observation.

Answering RQ2: Our visualization shows that most
contributors still contribute basic competency code
compared to proficient code.

V. LIMITATIONS

Since we only focus on four PyPI projects, we acknowl-
edge that generalization is a key threat. However, as in the
initial concept, we are confident our preliminary result can be
strengthened with a complete study, which we hope to do in
the future. Another key threat is the granularity of the mapping
between competency and the contributor. Since one file may
be classified as having different competencies, we cannot
determine for sure whether the contributor commits proficient
code, instead, they commit to files with that competency. As
an early results paper, our goal was to make preliminary
observations, and then improve the accuracy in the future.
Another threat in our study relates to the readability of our
visualization due to the size of the dataset. We acknowledge
this threat, and plan to carry out a more comprehensive
analysis of larger size code-bases of Python projects in the
complete study.

VI. IMPLICATIONS AND RESEARCH OUTLOOK

We highlight two takeaways and the research outlook.
a) Every project uses basic code in their files: Our

key takeaway message from RQ1 is that most projects are
comprised of very basic and independent code. On the other
hand, it seems that many files have more proficient code. The
implication is that the Python community does really do keep
the code simple, but some portions of the file being elegant.
For future work, it would be interesting to look at the actual
filename and conduct a deeper analysis to describe why more
proficient code is required.

b) Not every contributor submits proficient code: Our
key takeaway message from RQ2 is that most contributors
do not submit to files that have proficient code. Although
we need more evidence, the results indicate that proficient
code is not needed to make a contribution. This is good news
for newcomers and those that want to make contributions.
Especially in the context of Pythonic coding, we find that
Pythonic or elegant coding is not needed every time. Potential
future work would be the identification of those experienced
contributors, to understand what competency of code they use.

Potential uses of this visualization are to identify potential
experts, and also which files contain more advanced code.
This could open up new areas of research, especially in terms
of maintenance such as bug fixing, new features, and other
activities.
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